The object of this paper is to introduce some new sequence spaces related with the concept of lacunary strong almost convergence for double sequences and also to characterize these spaces through sublinear functionals that both dominate and generate Banach limits and to establish some inclusion relations.
Introduction and Preliminaries
Let w 2 be the set of all real or complex double sequences. We mean the convergence in the Pringsheim sense, that is, a double sequence x x i,j ∞ i,j 0 has a Pringsheim limit λ denoted by P − lim x λ provided that given ε > 0 and there exists N ∈ N such that |x i,j − λ| < ε whenever i, j ≥ N 1 . We denote by c 2 , the space of P -convergent sequences. A double sequence x x i,j is bounded if x sup i,j≥0 |x i,j | < ∞. Let l 1.4
The notion of almost convergence for single sequences was introduced by Lorentz 3 and for double sequences by Moricz and Rhoades 2 and some further studies are in 4-14 . A double sequence x is called strongly almost convergent to a number λ if
By f 2 , we denote the space of all strongly almost convergent double sequences. It is easy to see that the inclusions c
As in the case of single sequences, every almost convergent double sequence is bounded. But a convergent double sequence need not be bounded. Thus, a convergent double sequence need not be almost convergent. However every bounded convergent double sequence is almost convergent.
The notion of strong almost convergence for single sequences has been introduced by Maddox 15, 16 and for double sequences by Başarir 17 .
A linear functional L on l ∞ 2 is said to be Banach limit if it has the following properties 7 , Das and Mishra 18 introduced the space of lacunary almost convergent sequences by combining the space of lacunary convergent sequences and the space of almost convergent sequences. Savaş and Patterson 10 extended the notions of lacunary almost convergence and lacunary strongly almost convergence to double-lacunary P -convergence and doublelacunary strongly almost P -convergence. They also established multidimensional analogues of Das and Patel's results.
We will use the following definition which may be called convergence in Pringsheim's sense with a bound:
and also we will use the following definition which may be called convergence in Pringsheim's sense as follows:
The following sequence spaces were introduced and examined by Başarir 19 : . It can be easily seen that each of the above functionals are finite, well defined, and sublinear on l ∞ . There is a very close connection among these sequence spaces with the sublinear functionals which were given by Başarir 19 . Recently Mursaleen and Mohiuddine 7 generalized the sequence spaces which were studied by Das and Sahoo 20 for single sequences, to the double sequences as follows:
as m, n −→ ∞, uniformly in p, q, for some λ 1.10 by using 1.4 .
The object of the present paper is to determine some new sublinear functionals involving double-lacunary sequence that both dominates and generates Banach limits. We also extend the sequence spaces which were introduced for single sequences by Başarir 19 to the double sequences with respect to these sublinear functionals. Furthermore, we present some inclusion relations with these new sequence spaces between the sequence spaces which were introduced by Mursaleen and Mohiuddine 7 , earlier.
Sublinear Functionals and Double-Lacunary Sequence Spaces
In this section, we introduce the following sequence spaces:
2.2
It is easy to see that each of the above functionals are finite, well defined, and sublinear on l ∞ 2 . Throughout the paper we will write lim r,s for P −lim r,s → ∞ and by this notation we shall mean the convergence in the Pringsheim sense. In the following theorem, we demonstrate that {l 
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Proof. 1 From the definition of ζ 2 , for given ε > 0 there exist k 0 , l 0 such that
for k ≥ k 0 , l ≥ l 0 and for all p, q. This implies that
Since ε is arbitrary, so that φ
L S 01 x and using the properties of L ∈ B 2 , we obtain 
for r ≥ r 0 , s ≥ s 0 and for all p, q; where e e i,j with e i,j 1 for all i, j. Since ε is arbitrary, it follows from 2.7 and 2.9 that
2.10
Hence
Proof. The proof of the theorem is similar as in 7, Theorem 4.2 . So we omit it.
Prior to giving Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, we need the following notations used in 10 :
Lemma 3.3. Suppose ε > 0 there exist m 0 , n 0 , p 0 , and q 0 such that
Proof. Let ε > 0 be given. Choose m 
We need only to show that given ε > 0 there exist m 
3.11
Therefore taking m and n sufficiently large, we can make M/|C m,n 0,0 | ε/2 < ε which gives 3.9 and hence the result. 
Now, let 0 ≤ p ≤ p 0 , 0 ≤ q ≤ q 0 , and m ≥ p 0 , n ≥ q 0 and consider the following;
3.18
Let
3.19
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